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Start using this free and easy productivity suite today
Draft and print documents, design cool presentations, create detailed spreadsheets, and more     

Ready to leave your other Office? Open this friendly guide and find out how OpenOffice.org opens up your options! You can collect your thoughts in Writer documents, crunch numbers with Calc spreadsheets, draw great graphics, and create presentations that will really impress ‘em.     

All this on the bonus CD-ROM     

	Full versions for Linux, Windows, and Mac OS X of the OpenOffice.org desktop productivity suite


Discover how to:     

	Use OpenOffice.org with other office suites
	Format and edit documents
	Manage data in spreadsheets
	Design and create Web pages
	Put together picture-perfect presentations
	Create and edit graphics


About the Author
   Ellen Finkelstein has written numerous best-selling computer books on AutoCAD, PowerPoint, and Flash. She consults on Web site and presentation content and organization, and maintains a Web site of free tips and tutorials at www.ellenfinkelstein.com. She works at home so that she can help her kids with their homework between paragraphs of her current book.
    Gurdy Leete is an assistant professor of art and the director of the programs in digital media at Maharishi University of Management, where he has taught computer graphics and animation for the past 11 years. Gurdy has written extensively on computers, graphics and software. He is also an award-winning graphics software engineer, and is a coauthor of the Multitile plug-in for the free GNU image manipulation program, the GIMP. A selection of Gurdy’s computer art is available for download under the terms of the free software license, the GNU GPL, from his Web site, www.infinityeverywhere.net.    

    Mary Leete has published widely on computers and other subjects. She has a masters degree in Professional Writing and ha s taught writing at the university level. She also has.a B.S. in computer science from Rutgers University and worked for several years as a database and spreadsheet programmer. Mary used OpenOffice.org exclusively to help design and build the Leetes’ new home. She used Draw to create numerous plans, Calc for budgets and expense accounting, Writer for endless correspondence and Impress to give seminars on the joy of being your own contractor after it was all finished.       
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The Billion Dollar BET: Robert Johnson and the Inside Story of Black Entertainment TelevisionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for The Billion Dollar BET
"This book provides insight into one of the great trailblazers of American business. Bob Johnson has been and continues to be an inspiration to me personally. He is a man who has persevered, overcome obstacles–personally and professionally–and has succeeded in spite of the challenges and...
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Historical Dictionary of Ancient Egypt (Historical Dictionaries of Ancient Civilizations and Historical Eras)The Scarecrow Press, Inc, 2008
Historical Dictionary of Ancient Egypt was the first volume in the Historical Dictionaries of Ancient Civilizations and Historical Eras series, and now it is the first to be expanded and updated. This is quite fitting because while the Egyptian civilization is not the oldest, it is certainly the grandest. It stands out for the vast area it covered,...
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Game Programming Gems 6 (Book & CD-ROM)Charles River, 2006
Welcome to the sixth volume of the Game Programming Gems series. With team sizes constantly expanding, developers are finding themselves pushed to become increasingly specialized. This makes it important to have cutting-edge, ready-to-use material in your specialization, as well as resources that you can call upon if you need to work outside your...
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Vagrant Virtual Development Environment CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 35 hands-on recipes to help you master Vagrant, and create and manage virtual computational environments


	About This Book

	
		Configure and deploy software to Vagrant machines with scripts and configuration management tools
	
		Manage and share Vagrant development environments with cloud

...
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Modern Compiler Implementation in CCambridge University Press, 1997

	This new, expanded textbook describes all phases of a modern compiler: lexical analysis, parsing, abstract syntax, semantic actions, intermediate representations, instruction selection via tree matching, dataflow analysis, graph-coloring register allocation, and runtime systems. It includes good coverage of current techniques in code...
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The Organizational Sweet Spot: Engaging the Innovative Dynamics of Your Social NetworksSpringer, 2009
When sitting down to write a paper or a book, I invariably ask myself, “Why do you want to take the time and effort to put this piece together?” It’s not only the time and effort that must be devoted to such a task, but it’s also the mental and physical agony that one must endure sitting for hours at a time with a laptop,...
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